lington House, with its fine rooms hung with paintings by Englanfs Hogarth and Reynolds, would be impressed by the Royal (fences Academy, more especially after the close of the summer exhibition. Yet I do not hold contemporary painting in England to be inferior to that of France. I was, indeed, shocked at the paintings at theLuxembourg Gallery, and saw nothing there to compare with the best of Steer's or of John's paintings at the Tate, nor did I find any imaginative work to stand beside that of Stanley Spencer. But Blanche explained that in recommending paintings for the Luxembourg there _is much political pressure; and for politicians, French and English, he has little good to say.
'We should go back to 1918, my dear Will. Britain, al
ways believing in the Balance of Power, made a false esti
mate of Germany's mentality, of France's bellicose policy,
of her military forces. Germany had been steadily rearming
since 1919, admirably preparing for a next successful inva
sion, while the French, too ready to believe in disarmament,
let themselves get weaker and weaker, and Marxists and
Radical-Socialists did all they could to break down the re
sistance of the people. The League of Nations, our Briand's
creed of pacifism (peace established by talk), British dislike
of compulsory service, led to all democracies wavering. Why
did England stop the French mobilizing when Hitler's
troops reoccupied the Right Bank of the Rhine? It's too late
now!! Why did England help to bring about the downfall
of Laval, the only statesman we have had for fifty years?
thus separating the two Latin sisters, Why did England en
courage the forming of a Popular Front, the disastrous Blum
Cabinets, all Marxist revolutionary enterprises, leading to
strikes and attacks on the Army? Within two years and a
half fie ghastly ideology of the Marxists was well on the way
to upsetting the inner structure of our social, economic and
intellectual activities; had ruined the nation, metamorphosed
a hard working people into idlers and shirkers. They sent
arms and munitions (under the masked war of non-inter-
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